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Motion of charged particle in magnetic field created by electrical circuits  

Adriana Calotă 
 Short abstract. We compare two motions of a charged particle in magnetic field environment:  
(i) movement governed by the Lorentz Law and (ii), movement in the sense of Geometric Dynamics. 
 

A geodesic connection in Frechet Geometry 
Ali Suri 

 Short abstract. In this paper, we first propose a formula to lift a connection on a manifold M to its 
higher order tangent bundles T rM, rN. More precisely, for a given connection  on T rM, rN{0}, we 
construct the connection c on T r+1M. By setting ci =(ci-1 ) c, we show that c=limci exists and it is a 
connection on the Frechet manifold T M=lim T iM and the geodesics with respect to c exist. In the next 
step, we will consider a Riemannian manifold (M,g) with its Levi-Civita connection . Under suitable 
conditions, this procedure gives a sequence of Riemannian manifolds {(T iM,gi)}iN equipped with a 
sequence of Riemannian connections {ci} iN. Then we show that c produces the curves which are the 
(local) length minimizer of T M. 
 

Discrete multivariate optimal control 
Andreea Bejenaru, Monica Pîrvan 

 Abstract. We reconsider aspects of the discrete optimal control theory by extending the dimension 
of the discrete-time variable. A new strong, symbiotic dynamics is defined and analyzed through its 
compatibility aspects. The main outcomes reflect the complete controllability of the multivariate discrete 
evolution and the necessary conditions for optimizing a performance criterion of linear quadric form. An 
example is given to reflect the relevancy and the extensive features of such an approach. In addition, an 
optimization criterion is also phrased connected to discrete diagonal-type evolutions. 
 

On the local kinetics component of biological systems in competition 
Armando Ciancio and Bruno Felice Filippo Flora 

 Abstract. In this exposition, a functional operator on the local kinetics component of the 
biological system in competition is present. In the previous mathematical models describing the evolution 
of a tumor in presence of an immune system response, the local kinetics components are characterized by 
constant coefficients that represent the state rates of the cells. In an unsteady process this variation depends 
on the time. Here we consider that variation of the state rates of the cells is a functional operator on the 
densities in function of time, based on cellular kinetics theory. Some examples are presented with respect to 
the tumor that has been produced from BCL1 cells injected in spleen of murine and chimeric mice. 

 
Selection principles and related properties 

Bruno Antonio Pansera 
 Abstract. In this talk we describe the game-theoretic properties of selection principles related to 
weaker forms of the Menger and Rothberger properties. For appropriate spaces, some of these selection 
principles are characterized in terms of a corresponding game. We give, also, some characterizations in 
terms of spaces that are productively Lindelf. Some weaker forms of these properties are introducing.  
We conclude studying the question: When is it the case that a space that is productively X is also 
productively Y, where X and Y are covering properties related to the Lindelf property? 
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Bilevel disjunctive optimization on affine manifolds 

Constantin Udrişte, Henri Bonnel, Ionel Ţevy, Ali Sapeeh Rasheed 
 Short abstract. This paper introduces and studies a bilevel disjunctive optimization on affine 
manifolds. The topics include: (i) affine convexity of posynomial functions; (ii) bilevel disjunctive 
problem; (iii) properties of minimum functions. 

 
Reliability allocation via optimal control problems 

Constantin Udrişte, Saad Abbas Abed, Ionel Ţevy 
 Short abstract. In this paper, we formulate and solve some optimal control problems with 
reliability meaning. The original results include new functionals connected to theory of reliability 
allocation and the problem of optimal mean time to failure constrained by controlled queueing system. 

 
On Einstein manifolds with positive scalar curvature 

Cornelia Livia Bejan 
The purpose of this note is to provide a family of examples of Einstein manifolds with positive scalar 
curvature. We prove some properties of a family of non-degenerate hypersurfaces of the cotangent bundle 
endowed with the natural Riemann extension and we obtain some important consequences. 

Quasi-Mücket-Treder potential field 
Diana Rodica Constantin, Valentin Niculescu, Dumitru Pricopi, Agneta Anthoaneth Mocanu, Erika Varga-Verebelyi 

 Abstract. Within the two-body problem associating of the famous Mücket-Treder-type field, we study a potential 
obtained by the replacement of the logarithm-term with square, and we call it the quasi-Mücket-Treder (qMT) potential. Working in 
the analytical framework, we investigate some mathematical aspects such as: (i) we find a proper McGhee transformation in order 
to remove the singularity from the motion equations and the first integrals corresponding of the qMT potential; (ii) we compute and 
plot the difference between the qMT potential and its polynomial approximation.  

On strong summability and convergence  
Eberhard Malkowsky 

 Short abstract. We give a survey of the recent results concerning the fundamental topological 
properties of spaces of strongly summable and convergent sequences, their beta- and continuous duals, and 
the characterizations of classes of linear operators between them. Furthermore, we demonstrate how the 
Hausdorff measure of non-compactness can be used in the characterization of classes of compact operators 
between the spaces of strongly summable and bounded sequences. 
 

On describing bound states for a spin 1 particle in the external Coulomb field 
Elena Ovsiyuk, Olga Veko, Yanina Voynova, Artem Koral'kov,Vasily Kisel, Viktor Red'kov 

 Abstract. The system of 10 radial equations derived from the Duffin--Kemmer--Petiau equation for a spin 1 
particle in the external Coulomb field, is studied. With the use of the space reflection operator, the whole system is 
split into independent subsystems, consisting of 4 and 6 equations, respectively. The most simple subsystem of 4 
equations is solved in terms of hypergeometric functions, which gives an yet known energy spectrum. Also, the 
solutions and the energy spectrum are found for the minimal value of the total angular momentum, j=0. The second 
subsystem should provide the description of two other series of bound states. With the use of the Lorentz generalized 
condition in presence of the Coulomb field, we prove 
that one of the 6 radial functions turns to be equal to zero. This simplifies the explicit form of the system of 6 
equations, which contain only 5 unknown functions. Manipulating this system, we derive separated of second order 
differential equations for three radial functions. In particular, one of such equations turns to be a rather simple one, 
and may be recognized as a confluent Heun equation. A series of bound states is constructed in terms of the so called 
transcendental confluent Heun functions, which produces solutions for the second class of bound states, with the 
corresponding formula for energy levels. The subsystem of 6 equations, with no use of additional constraints due to 
the Lorentz condition, after excluding two non-differential relations, reduces to a system of 1-st order differential 
equations for 4 independent functions fi, i =1,2,3,4. We derive the explicit form of a corresponding 4-th order equation 
for each function. Among them, there are equations with two substantially different sets of singular points: 3 regular 
ones (or 2 ), and 2 irregular ones of rank 2. Any of these functions may be considered as being main, and then all the 
remaining functions may be found in explicit form expressed in terms of the main one. From the four independent 
solutions of each 4-th order equation, only two solutions may refer to a series of bound states. 
 



Spin 1/2 particle with two masses in magnetic field 
Elena Ovsiyuk, Olga Veko, Yanina Voynova, Vasily Kisel, Vladimir Balan, Viktor Red'kov 

In the present paper, the generalized equation for the spin 1/2 particle with two mass states is investigated 
in presence of an external uniform magnetic field. After the separation of the variables in cylindric 
coordinates, the problem reduces to a system of 8 first order differential equations, which leads to a system 
of four related second order differential equations. After the diagonalization of the mixing term, the 
separate equations for four functions are derived, in which the spectral parameters coincide with the roots 
of the 4-th order polynomial. The solutions are constructed in terms of confluent hypergeometric functions, 
and the analytical formulas for the two series of energy spectrum are found in explicit form as solutions of 
4-th order algebraic equations; however, these are shown to to be cumbersome and useless for the stated 
purpose. The numerical study of the energy levels is performed depending the parameter , determining the 
mass values, on the magnitude of magnetic field and main quantum numbers: E=E{1,2} (,B;m,n).  
In particular, it is shown that the physical energy spectrum for a two mass fermion significantly differs 
from the energy spectrum of an ordinary Dirac particle. 
 

Geometric interpretation of mean time to failure of equivalent reliability polynomials 
Emad Kareem Mutar, Zahir Abdul Haddi Hassan and Vladimir Balan 

 Abstract. This paper introduces an algebraic technique to find minimum cut sets, in order to 
evaluate the reliability of an electrical system used inside a spacecraft, while the system reliability 
corresponding to the system polynomials is very big, making it difficult to predict the mean time to failure 
(MTTF) of the system. The equivalent system practically creates, by the reduction method, the means to 
transform the complex system to its equivalent series and parallel forms. Geometrically, a diffeomorphism 
has been used to change the initial reliability polynomial into its simplified form, which helps to study the 
MTTF of the system by means of its geometric properties.  While the interpretation of the geodesics 
provide the shortest paths during the life of the components in the reliability framework - where, the term 
reliability refers to an extension of its standard definition, since we assume its occurrences extended to the 
real axis -by examining the hypersurfaces for the given system model, we prove that the components of the 
system exponentially depend on time, and then find the steady state failure rate which prove that some 
components are effective elements for the failure of the system, by addressing multiple relevant cases. 
 

A geometry of a century and its applications 
Feri Klepp 

 Abstract. A hundred years ago Paul Finsler presented his doctoral dissertation "On curves and 
surfaces in general spaces" supervised by Constantin Caratheodory at the University of Gottingen. These 
spaces were named after him later by Taylor and E. Cartan. In my talk, I would like to pay a tribute to the 
scientist Paul Finsler evoking aspects of his live and work. Currently, Finsler Geometry has a wide range of 
applications in Physics and other sciences. The Handbook of Finsler Geometry by Peter L. Antonelli 
contains several mathematical approaches and of its impact on other branches of Science. In my 
presentation, I shall refer to some of the applications, in subsequent historical perspective. 
 

Metrics and connections associated to vector fields 
Gabriel Pripoae 

 Abstract. For a given vector field ξ on a differentiable manifold M, we associate the set Riem(M, 
ξ) of all the Riemannian metrics g on M and the set C(M, ξ) of all the linear connections  on M, such that 
the geodesics of g, and the auto-parallel curves of, respectively be the trajectories of ξ. Old and new results 
about Riem(M, ξ) and C(M, ξ) are discussed, together with some applications. 
 

On the classification of almost paracontact metric manifolds 
Galia Nakova and Simeon Zamkovoy 

 Abstract. In this talk we present a classification of almost paracontact metric manifolds with 
respect to the covariant derivative of the structure tensor field which was obtained in our previous work.  
As a continuation of this work, we determine the classes of α-Sasakian, α-Kenmotsu, normal, paracontact 
metric, para-Sasakian, K-paracontact and quasi-para-Sasakian manifolds. Moreover, we study  
3-dimensional almost paracontact metric manifolds and show that they belong to four basic classes from 
the considered classification. We define an almost paracontact metric structure on any 3-dimensional Lie 
group and give concrete examples of Lie groups belonging to each of the four basic classes, characterized 
by commutators on the corresponding Lie algebras. 



 
Curvature and holonomy in 4-dimensional manifolds 

Graham Hall 
 Abstract. In this talk we discuss the geometry of 4-dimensional manifolds with metric of any of 
the three possible signatures. We mainly focus on the neutral signature case, since the others have been 
dealt with elsewhere. The topics to be considered are: (i) the holonomy structure for each signature, (ii) the 
sectional curvature and the curvature tensor and the extent to which these structures determine the metric, 
(iii) the Weyl conformal tensor and the extent to which it determines the conformal class of the metric, and 
(iv) the study of curvature and Weyl symmetry in such manifolds. 
 

On certain geometric Riemann flows 
Iulia Elena Hirică 

 Short abstract. One of the most interesting questions in Riemann geometry is that of deciding 
whether a manifold admits curvatures of certain type. In the present talk we are interested in a specific 
method using some geometric flows. 
 

Continuous time economic growth models with time delays and environmental issues 
Massimiliano Ferrara  

 Abstract. The aim of this talk is to analyze the interplay between economic growth and 
environmental quality. Specifically, the article considers an economic growth model with optimizing agents 
a'la Ramsey where production negatively affects the environment. The novelty of this work is to assume 
that such a negative impact does occur with a certain time lag rather than instantaneously, as is commonly 
assumed in economic models. The existence of (discrete) time delays in this process may be a source of 
instability of the unique stationary equilibrium of the system and may also cause the emergence of Hopf 
bifurcations. Some open problems on this frame will be discussed. 

 
A motion evasion differential game of many pursuers and evaders with integral constraints 

Massimiliano Ferrara and Bruno Antonio Pansera 
 Abstract. In many scientific fields, differential games are problems related to the analysis of 
conflict and strategical interactions in the model of a dynamical system. In particular, in a pursuit evasion 
game, one or more pursuers try to capture one or more evaders trying to avoid capture. Tracking and 
evasion competitions are among the most popular, challenging and major optimization issues facing mobile 
agents. These players who are pursuing or escaping must maintain complex sensory-motor coordination in 
relation to both a physical environment and a hostile opponent. Because of its extensive applications, such 
as intruding, traffic control, military strategy, surgical operation and industrial management research, many 
research has been developed in various directions over the past three decades, not only with respect to 
specific areas of application. 
In this talk we present a simple motion evasion differential game of many pursuers and evaders. Control 
functions of players are subjected to integral constraints. If the state of at least one evader doesn't coincide 
with that of any pursuer forever, then evasion is said to be possible in the game. The aim of the group of 
evaders is to construct their strategies so that evasion can be possible in the game and the aim of the group 
of pursuers is opposite. The problem is to find a sufficient condition of evasion. If the total energy of 
pursuers is less than or equal to that of evaders, then it is proved that evasion is possible and, moreover, 
evasion strategies are constructed explicitly. 
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Barycenter-generated structures associated with  
almost quaternionic and almost coquaternionic structures 

Milen Hristov 
 Abstract. We offer a slightly modified technic to almost quaternion and almost coquaternion structures, 
based on the introduced vector-valued structure tensors. This approach gets the opportunity to manipulate such 
structures by the matrices of its compositions and essentially to simplify the properties of its corresponding tensors. 
We map pointwise plane objects described in barycenters w.r.t. a fixed triangle over the unit 2-sphere and thus we get 
the so called barycentric (b) -generated almost quaternion and almost coquaternion structures. This correspondence 
allows to describe the corresponding tensors and properties in barycenters. As an example, we take a plane rational 
Bezier curve and for its b-generated structures over quaternion Kaehler manifold we express its covariant derivatives 
w.r.t. the Levi-Civita connection of the metric. This approach, combined with the Hopf fibration naturally leads to 
generalizations in space- and octonion-barycenters.  

Conformal maps between pseudo-Finsler spaces 
Nicoleta Voicu 

 Short abstract. The paper aims to initiate a systematic study of conformal mappings between 
Finsler spacetimes and, more generally, between pseudo-Finsler spaces. This is done by extending several 
results in pseudo-Riemannian geometry which are necessary for field-theoretical applications and by 
proposing a technique that reduces some problems involving pseudo-Finslerian conformal vector fields to 
their pseudo-Riemannian counterparts. Also, we point out, by constructing classes of examples, that 
conformal groups of flat (locally Minkowskian) pseudo-Finsler spaces can be much richer than both flat 
Finslerian and pseudo-Euclidean conformal groups. 
 

Extension and decomposition of linear operators dominated  
by continuous increasing sublinear operators 

Octav Olteanu and Janina Mihaela Mihăilă 
 Abstract . We point out applications of our previous results on characterizations of the existence of 
a linear extension of a linear operator (respectively decomposition of a linear operator as a difference of 
linear positive operators), where  is dominated by a convex increasing operator  Namely, in section 2, 
we strengthen the assumption on the target space, which is assumed to be an order - complete Banach 
lattice. In section 2, we give new simple proofs for possible known results on Riesz decomposition 
property. Increasing continuous sublinear dominating operators play a central role in both sections 2 and 3. 
In section 3, results on the decomposition of elements of an equicontinuous family of linear operators 
dominated by an increasing continuous sublinear operator, as differences of linear positive continuous 
operators are deduced. The corresponding families of positive linear operators are equicontinuous too. An 
upper bound of all the norms of the positive operators mentioned above is deduced in cases important for 
applications. Appropriate examples are given. Under some additional assumptions on the spaces  one 
proves that the space  of all bounded linear operators applying  into  is an order complete (i.e. a 
Dedekind complete) Banach lattice. Finally, section 4 studies an optimization problem on infinite 
dimensional spaces, related to a Markov moment problem.  
 

Curvature energies extremals and their evolution surfaces 
Oscar J. Garay 

 Abstract. Motivated by the localized induction equation (LIE), that is, Da Rios' equation 
describing the evolution of a vortex lament in inviscid incompressible fluids, in this work we analyze the 



evolution of curves (in pseudo-Riemannian 3-space forms) which are critical for energy functionals 
depending on the Frenet curvatures. We study the curve evolution of these extremal curves under naturally 
associated binormal owes with curvature dependent velocity.   Under mild conditions, the evolution describes isometrically immersed surfaces, what allows us to 
use fundamental results of the theory of submanifolds to study the geometry of this family of binormal 
evolution surfaces (BES). Many interesting facts can be derived, then, by choosing a certain geodesic 
coordinate system, and they are expressed, usually, in terms of the Frenet curvatures of the evolving curves. 
Some of them are discussed in this talk, for instance: the geometric construction of binormal evolution 
surfaces; and the connection between travelling wave solutions of the Gauss-Codazzi equations and the 
generalized Kirchhoff centerlines. BES obtained in this way evolve without change in shape.  Finally, we particularize the previous findings to three significant choices of the curvature energy which 
will give rise, respectively, to Hashimoto surfaces, Hopf tubes, and surfaces with constant mean curvature 
(CMC surfaces). 
 

Berwald linear connections and linearizations in higher order geometry 
Paul Popescu, Marcela Popescu 

 Short abstract. A simpler criterion than the already known one for linearization of higher order 
semi-sprays (or ODEs) is given; this is extended to employ weak torsion free non-linear connections of 
higher order. As well, a new Berwald connection and a certain duality of higher order connections, are 
considered. 

 
A jerk model with friction for the speed produced by an induction motor drive system 

Paul Popescu, Petre-Marian Nicolae, Radu-Florin Marinescu, Marian-Ştefan Nicolae 
 Abstract. In recent years, progress has been made in modeling the direction generated by rapid 
movements, by using the dynamics generated by higher order Lagrangians. The present talk deals with 
such an attempt, concerning the dynamics generated by the induction motor drive of an electric locomotive. 
Thereby, using the dynamic model of a third order Euclidian Lagrangian subjected to ideal friction, we are 
able to obtain an approximation of the speed of the locomotive used in the railway electric system for the 
transport of passengers or shunting. 

 
Strong nilpotency in monster towers 

Piotr Mormul  
 Abstract. It is well known by now that all points in the monster towers are nilpotentizable. That is, 
weakly nilpotent in the contemporary terminology. In 2003 there were produced, [1], certain points in the 
Goursat Monster Tower (GMT) that were not strongly nilpotent, thus prompting Questions: (Q1) Which 
points in the GMT are strongly nilpotent? (Q2) Which points in the Special Multi-Flags’ Monster Towers 
are strongly nilpotent? By now, (Q1) has been settled; we shall describe some ideas underlying the answer. 
In contrast, (Q2) still mostly deals with terra incognita. 
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Some remarks on conformal Finsler metrics 
Tadashi Aikou 

Abstract: Let P be the principal bundle of frames on a smooth manifold M. A conformal structure on M is 
usually defined by a reduction of the structure group GL(n,R) of P to the conformal group 
CO(n)=R+O(n). An alternative treatment of conformal structure on M is defined as follows. Let L be the 
real line bundle of scalars of weight one, i.e., L is the trivial line bundle associated with P by the 
representation : GL(n,R)→|det A|-1/nR+. A conformal structure on M is a symmetric positive-definite 
bilinear form c on L TM. Therefore, a conformal structure c on M is written as c(X,Y)=l2 h(X,Y) for any 
vector fields X, Y on M, where h is a Riemannian metric in M and l is a section of L. In this talk, we show 
that any Finsler metric L on TM defines a natural Finsler metric L' on L TM, which plays an important 
role in conformal theory in Finsler geometry. 

 



On linear parallel displacement and geodesics in Finsler space 
Tetsuya Nagano 

 Short abstract. The existence conditions of reversible geodesics and lpd-symmetric curves are 
studied by using the notion of linear parallel displacement. Especially, local existence conditions of them 

are obtained by investigating their integrability conditions. Further, branching of geodesics is investigated. 
 

On contact CR-warped product submanifolds of a quasi-Sasakian manifold 
Tran Quoc Binh and Avic De 

 Abstract. We study contact CR-warped product submanifolds of a quasi-Sasakian manifold. We 
obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for a contact CR-submanifold of a quasi-Sasakian manifold to 
be a contact CR-product or a contact CR-warped product submanifold. We estimate the squared norm of 
the second fundamental form in terms of the warping function. Equality cases are also investigated. As a 
particular case, we obtain some further results for Sasakian manifolds. 
 

Gaussian and mean curvatures of potential surfaces  
Vesna Veličković  

 Short abstract. We deal with the graphical representation of potential surfaces and their Gaussian 
and mean curvatures. We developed our own software for visualization such surfaces. 

 
Z-operators and S-operators related to a finite measure space 

Viorel Catană  
 Abstract. In this talk we introduce and study two classes of linear operators related to a finite 
measure space, for which its L²-Hilbert space is separable. These linear operators are generalizations of 
pseudo-differential operators on Z and on S¹, where S¹ is the unit circle with centre at the origin. We call 
these operators Z-operators and S-operators or generalized pseudo-differential operators on Z respectively 
on S, where (S,B,m) is the corresponding finite measure space for which its L²-space is separable. We give 
some Lp-boundedness and compactness results, 1≤ p ˂ ∞, and we also study the Hilbert - Schmidt property 
in connection with these classes of linear operators. In the end we give some examples of finite measure 
spaces and corresponding Z-operators and S-operators for which we can apply our results.  
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Spectral Cartan properties of a Randers-type Finsler space 
Vladimir Balan, Jelena Stojanov 

 Short abstract. The classical algebraic eigenproblem is extended for a third-order directionally 
dependent tensor field over a linearly deformed Euclidean space as a Finsler structure of Randers type. The 
Z- and the H- eigenvalues of the Cartan tensor are discussed. It is emphasized that the Z-eigendata produce 
global information, while the H-eigendata exhibit a strong local character. 

 
Antiregression on manifolds with an application to 3D projective shape analysis 

Vladimir Balan, Yifang Deng, Vic Patrangenaru 
 Abstract. A random object X is a random point on a complete metric space (M,). Important 
examples of objects are shapes of configurations extracted from digital images, or from medical imaging 
outputs. For such data, the associated objects considered are points on the so-called Kendall shape spaces, 
on affine shape spaces or on projective shape spaces. Other examples of object spaces are axial spaces, or 
spaces of directions. The aforementioned object spaces have a structure of compact spaces; therefore, if we 
consider an object space M provided with a "chord" distance j associated to an embedding j: M →RN, j(p1, p2)=||j(p1)-j(p2)||, the statistical analysis performed relative to j distance is termed extrinsic data 
analysis. The expected square distance from the random object X to an arbitrary point p defines the so 
called Fréchet function associated with X, Fj(p)= E|| j(X) - j(p)||2.  



 The set of maximizers of the Fréchet function, is called the extrinsic antimean set. In case the 
extrinsic antimean set has one point only, that point is called extrinsic antimean of X, and is labeled αEj(X). 
Given a pair of random objects (Y , X) on a product of object spaces NM, and an embedding j of M  as 
above, the antiregression function fj: N→M is defined by the conditional extrinsic antimean formula fj (y) = 
αEj(X)|Y=y). Here we give necessary and sufficient conditions that insure that the antiregression function is 
well defined, and an example of extrinsic antiregression in shape analysis of a clamshells species found in 
the Florida panhandle, where the predictor is age and the response is 3D projective shape. 
 

Integral formulas for a metric-affine manifold with two complementary orthogonal distributions 
Vladimir Rovenski  

 Abstract. We present integral formulas for a metric-affine space equipped with two 
complementary orthogonal distributions. The integrand depends on the Ricci and mixed scalar curvatures 
and invariants of the second fundamental forms and integrability tensors of the distributions. The formulas 
under some conditions yield splitting of manifolds and provide geometrical obstructions for existence of 
distributions and foliations (or their compact leaves).  

 
Complete submanifolds of space forms and an application of Bochner formula 

Yoshio Matsuyama, A. A. Shaikh, M. H. Shahid, M. Jamali and S. Suzuki 
 Short abstract. The present paper deals with the classification of a complete submanifold of a 
Riemannian space form, and also of a complete CR-submanifold and complete totally real submanifold of a 
complex space form, by applying the Bochner formula. 


